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Abstract

The evaluation of Natural Language Generation
(NLG) models has gained increased attention,
urging the development of metrics that evalu-
ate various aspects of generated text. LUNA
addresses this challenge by introducing a uni-
fied interface for 20 NLG evaluation metrics.
These metrics are categorized based on their
reference-dependence and the type of text rep-
resentation they employ, from string-based n-
gram overlap to the utilization of static embed-
dings and pre-trained language models.

The straightforward design of LUNA allows
for easy extension with novel metrics, requiring
just a few lines of code. LUNA offers a user-
friendly tool for evaluating generated texts.

1 Introduction

In recent years, there has been a growing interest
in finding better ways to evaluate how well nat-
ural language generation (NLG) models perform
(Zhou et al., 2022; Sai et al., 2022). This involves
creating new metrics that assess different aspects
of the generated text, ranging from nuanced task-
specific phenomena (Zhao et al., 2023) to overall
quality (Rei et al., 2020) and its correlation with
human judgements (Chhun et al., 2022a). However,
comparing NLG models directly is becoming more
challenging due to the increasing diversity of eval-
uation metrics and datasets used to showcase novel
evaluation approaches. Nonetheless, a consistent
and reproducible way to run evaluation is crucial
for the progress in the field.

Prior efforts have yielded valuable unified evalu-
ation tools, such as HuggingFace Evaluate1, which
targets LLM performance, and TextAttack (Mor-
ris et al., 2020), focused on large language models’
(LLMs) robustness evaluation. Building on this
progress, we introduce a specialized tool for evalu-
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ating NLG models with respect to a wide range of
metrics.

In this paper, we present LUNA, a Python frame-
work for language understanding and naturalness
assessment. LUNA offers a unified interface en-
compassing 20 NLG evaluation metrics widely
used in popular sequence-to-sequence and open-
ended text generation tasks. These metrics are
categorized based on two primary design choices:
(i) reference-based and reference-free metrics (i.e.,
metrics that require and do not require any refer-
ence to compare the generated output with), and
(ii) the text representation they utilize, which range
from string-based n-gram overlap to employing
word embedding models and contextualized repre-
sentations from pre-trained LLMs. To streamline
the evaluation, we provide two setups, in which
either a single example or a batch of examples is
evaluated. This ensures that LUNA can accommo-
date a wide range of evaluation scenarios, from
fine-grained analysis to large-scale assessments.
LUNA is agnostic to specific tasks and can be ap-
plied to assess the outputs of any generative LLMs.
This includes task-specific models like machine
translation, as well as more general open-ended
generation models.

LUNA leverages HuggingFace Transform-
ers (Wolf et al., 2020), enabling integration with
any Transformer-based LLM required for specific
metrics. Additionally, the framework’s design al-
lows for straightforward extensions with new met-
rics, requiring only a few lines of code.

LUNA is distributed under the MIT license as a
Python package installed via direct cloning from
GitHub2. Use cases for LUNA include: (i) Compar-
ative analysis and correlation of NLG evaluation
metrics from existing literature; (ii) Ranking of
generation hypotheses based on multiple metrics;
(iii) Development and testing of novel NLG evalua-
tion metrics.

2https://github.com/Moonlight-Syntax/LUNA
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Reference-based Reference-free

String-based
metrics

BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) Coverage (Grusky et al., 2018)
ROUGE (Lin, 2004) Density (Grusky et al., 2018)
chrF (Popović, 2015) Compression (Grusky et al., 2018)
METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) Length (Fabbri et al., 2021)

Novelty (Fabbri et al., 2021)
Repetition (Fabbri et al., 2021)

Embedding-based
metrics

ROUGE-We (Ng and Abrecht, 2015)
BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2019)
MoverScore (Zhao et al., 2019)
BaryScore (Colombo et al., 2021)
DepthScore (Staerman et al., 2021)

Model-based
metrics

S3 (Peyrard et al., 2017) BLANC (Vasilyev et al., 2020)
SummaQA (Scialom et al., 2019)
InfoLM (Colombo et al., 2022b)

BARTScore (Yuan et al., 2021)

Table 1: Metrics supported in the LUNA framework.

2 Framework

LUNA offers a unified and user-friendly interface
for running a variety of NLG evaluation metrics.
Table 1 lists NLG evaluation metrics currently sup-
ported by LUNA, which includes both traditional
count-based metrics such as BLEU (Papineni et al.,
2002) and ROUGE (Lin, 2004), as well as newer
metrics such as InfoLM (Colombo et al., 2022b)
and BARTScore (Yuan et al., 2021). The base class
within LUNA is implemented as below:

Listing 1: The base class in LUNA.
class Metrics:

def evaluate_batch(self, candidates:
List[str], references:
Optional[List[str]]) -> List[float]:
*some code here*

def evaluate_example(self, candidate: str,
reference: Optional[str]) -> float:
*some code here*

Overall design. Each metric is implemented as a
separate class, inheriting from the base class. The
specific parameters for each metric are customized
by providing them as input arguments to the ini-
tialization method. Evaluation can be performed
in two ways: (i) using the “evaluate_example”
method to evaluate a single example, or (ii) using
the “evaluate_batch” method to evaluate a batch
of examples.

In LUNA, evaluating the same input with multi-
ple metrics is straightforward because all metrics
utilize the same base interface. To accomplish this,
the user simply needs to loop over all the required
metrics, as demonstrated in the example below.

Listing 2: Consequent run of two metrics.
from luna.mover_score import MoverScoreMetrics
from luna.ngram import BLEUMetrics

metrics = [
MoverScoreMetrics(

n_gram=1,
model_name="distilbert-base-uncased",
compute_idfs=False,
device="cuda"

),
BLEUMetrics()

]
candidate = "Today is such a great day! I'm not

sure if I want to go get some tea or just
end it all."

reference = "What a good day today! Whether to
go have a cup of tea or hang oneself."

results = [metric.evaluate_example(candidate,
reference) for metric in metrics]

Additionally, we offer a specialized calculator
mechanism that enables the simultaneous evalua-
tion of multiple metrics on the same input with a
single call. This mechanism also provides the op-
tion for parallel execution, where each metric runs
in a separate process.

Input arguments. All metrics adhere to specific
guidelines to ensure user-friendliness. During ini-
tialization, metric parameters are provided, includ-
ing the underlying language model (via the model
identifier in the HuggingFace hub), a customized
list of stopwords, selected embeddings, and other
relevant arguments. The extensive range of cus-
tomizable parameters ensures that the metrics can
be adapted to various models and languages, unless
limited by metric architecture. Memory for storing
language models or embeddings is also allocated
during initialization.



Evaluation modes and tests. To evaluate mul-
tiple candidates efficiently, we recommend using
“evaluate_batch” method, which is optimized
for parallel processing. If a specific metric can be
further optimized at its own level, the metric class
overrides this method to implement the optimiza-
tion. Multiprocessing is employed, where such
optimization is not feasible. This means that the
“evaluate_example” method is executed across
multiple processes, taking advantage of parallel
computing if multiple devices are available. In sit-
uations where optimization is not possible, calling
“evaluate_batch” is essentially the same as sequen-
tially applying the “evaluate_example” method
to all candidates within a batch. To evaluate a single
candidate without the need for parallel processing,
we recommend using the “evaluate_example”
method. We provide tests for each metric and sug-
gest that new users run these tests before using
LUNA to ensure that the framework functions cor-
rectly on their device.

3 Components

In LUNA, the NLG evaluation metrics are catego-
rized into two coarse-grained categories: reference-
based metrics and reference-free metrics, following
the approach in Chhun et al. (2022b). Reference-
based metrics evaluate a candidate text by com-
paring it to a reference text, typically produced
by human experts. Reference-free metrics, on the
other hand, rely solely on the candidate generation
and, in some cases, on the input prompt. Both
reference-free and reference-based metrics can be
further divided into three fine-grained categories,
depending on the type of information they access
for evaluation: string-based, embedding-based, and
model-based metrics.

String-based metrics String-based metrics refer
to automatic metrics that operate on textual rep-
resentations of the input, e.g. n-grams of words
or characters. Such metrics, thus, rely only on
surface level information, not taking semantics
into account. Reference-based metrics of this type
(e.g. BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), ROUGE (Lin,
2004), inter alia) measure the word or character dis-
tance between the candidate generation and target
text. Reference-free string-based metrics evaluate
the degree of text overlap between the input and
the model output, including novelty (Fabbri et al.,
2021), text coverage, density, compression ratio,
length, and repetition (Grusky et al., 2018).

Embedding-based metrics Embedding-based
metrics operate on word embeddings and use mea-
sures such as cosine similarity to evaluate the gen-
erated text against a reference. We include both,
metrics relying on non-contextual static vectors,
namely ROUGE-We (Ng and Abrecht, 2015), and
metrics based on pretrained contextualized repre-
sentations, such as BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2019)
or MoverScore (Zhao et al., 2019), among others.
LUNA can be utilized in many languages if a met-
ric of interest supports a multilingual LM.

Model-based metrics Model-based metrics in-
clude evaluation metrics, that employ regression
or pre-trained language models to predict a score.
We include learned metrics, such as S3 (Peyrard
et al., 2017), that are directly trained to predict
human evaluation scores, as well as untrained met-
rics, for example, InfoLM (Colombo et al., 2022b)
that uses information measures to predict the dis-
tance between two probability distributions without
learning.

3.1 Adding new components

In the following section, we will elaborate on
adding new components and extending LUNA. The
metrics in LUNA can be categorized based on their
implementation into three groups: (i) metrics with
third-party library implementations; (ii) metrics
with an implementation hosted in the reference
repository; and (iii) metrics with an improved im-
plementation.

Metrics with third-party library implementa-
tion The complex logic needed to run the metric
is already encapsulated within a third-party class
or function. For instance, BLANC (Vasilyev et al.,
2020) utilizes its own PyPI package.

Listing 3: Implementation of a third-party metric
# BLANC (model-based, reference-free metric.)
from blanc import BlancHelp, BlancTune

class BlancMetrics(Metrics):
def __init__(*args, **kwargs) -> None:

# <...>
if type == "help":

self.metric = BlancHelp(*args,
**kwargs)

elif type == "tune":
self.metrics = BlancTune(*args,

**kwargs)
else:

raise ValueError(f"Type can be only
help or tune. Got type = {type}")



To efficiently design the evaluation function for
either one instance or a batch of instances, one
should utilize the third-party implementation. This
approach is far more effective than developing the
inference process from scratch. Leveraging the ex-
isting third-party implementation re-uses the code-
base that has been thoroughly tested and optimized
by the developers.

Metrics with an implementation hosted in the
reference repository Metrics with an implemen-
tation hosted in the reference repository are saved
in the “luna.sources“ and then imported during
the initialization of the corresponding metric. It
is important to note that this approach adds some
overhead to the codebase, which we address in the
next section. Here is an example of the BaryScore
metric (Colombo et al., 2021) pseudo code that
uses the “luna.sources“ module:

Listing 4: Implementation of a metric adopted from a
reference repository.
from luna.base import Metrics
from luna.sources.bary_score import

BaryScoreMetricsInternal

class BaryScoreMetrics(Metrics):
*some code here*
def __init__(self, *args, **kwargs) -> None:

self.bary_score_metrics =
BaryScoreMetricsInternal(*args,
**kwargs)

def _run_bary_score(self, hyps:
tp.List[str], refs: tp.List[str]) ->
tp.Dict[str, tp.Any]:
idf_dict_hyp, idf_dict_ref = (

self.bary_score_metrics
.prepare_idfs(hyps, refs)

)
metrics_dict = (

self.bary_score_metrics
.evaluate_batch(

hyps, refs, idf_dict_hyp,
idf_dict_ref

)
)
return metrics_dict

def evaluate_example(self, hyp: str, ref:
str) -> float:
metrics_dict =

self._run_bary_score([hyp], [ref])
return metrics_dict[

self.bary_score_key
][0]

def evaluate_batch(self, hyps: tp.List[str],
refs: tp.List[str]) -> tp.List[float]:
*similar code goes here*

Metrics with an improved implementation For
this class the available implementation is used
but significantly improved. In particular, we op-
timize the SummaQA metric (Scialom et al., 2019)
for both Russian and English languages since for
each language different question generators and
answer predictors are required. Besdies, the algo-
rithm which averages the answer correctness across
masked sentences is precisely tested on the mocked
dataset. Finally, due to the right decomposition we
unify all of the metrics to the specific interface
which allows us to orchestrate them and to calcu-
late them simultaneously on a dataset of interest.
Nevertheless, it is important to reduce the computa-
tional costs on the client-side and to move the most
computationally intensive parts of the framework
to the library- or server-side.

3.2 Enhancing LUNA to HuggingFace Spaces

Several metrics in LUNA rely on Transformer-
based LLMs. While LUNA currently operates
exclusively in local environments, we are devel-
oping an extension to facilitate remote endpoints.
For deploying the LUNA framework, Hugging-
Face Spaces serves as a free option for hosting
metrics. Take SummaQA, BaryScore, or Depth-
Score as examples. These computationally-heavy
metrics could be treated as remote containers with
public inference endpoints, which LUNA accesses
through a Python API.

4 Evaluating NLG with LUNA

Here we provide examples of how to use LUNA.
Note that there is a specific additional calculator
mechanism, which allows metrics to be processed
simultaneously in one single call. It provides the
parallel execution option.

from luna.calculate import Calculator

# candidates and references are batches
calculator = Calculator(execute_parallel=True)
metrics_dict = calculator.calculate(

metrics=[depth_score_metrics, s3_metrics],
candidates=candidates,
references=references

)

print(metrics_dict)
>>> {"DepthScore": ..., "S3": ...}

4.1 Reference-free usage

Some evaluations in LUNA do not require ref-
erences. These metrics operate directly on raw



hypotheses and are contained in a separate mod-
ule called “luna.reference_free”. Unlike other,
metrics in this category do not rely on pre-trained
LLMs. Instead, they perform basic counting op-
erations on sentences, such as measuring length,
compression, or repetition.

The arguments for the string-based reference-
free metrics are uniform across all metrics in the
“luna.reference_free” module, as they are in-
herited from the parent class. Here is an example
of a string-based reference-free metric:

from luna.calculate import Calculator
from luna.reference_free import Length,

Compression, Repetition

rf_args = {"n_gram": 3, "tokenize": True}
length_metrics = LengthMetrics(**rf_args)
compression_metrics =

CompressionMetrics(**rf_args)
repetition_metrics =

RepetitionMetrics(**rf_args)

# candidates is a batch, references is None
calculator = Calculator(execute_parallel=True)
metrics_dict = calculator.calculate(

metrics=[length_metrics,
compression_metrics,
repetition_metrics],

candidates=[...],
references=None

)

print(metrics_dict)
>>> {"Length": ..., "Compression": ...,

"Repetition": ...}

However, there are exceptions, which rely on
embeddings and pre-trained LLMs. BLANC is an
example of a reference-free metric, but it is model-
based and typically requires a GPU for computa-
tion.

4.2 Sentence-level usage

The majority of evaluations in LUNA are designed
for sentence-level usage. Below is an example
demonstrating the initialization of classes and com-
putation of metrics at the sentence level. This ex-
ample follows the default usage pattern of LUNA.

from luna.rouge_we import RougeWeMetrics

candidate = "Today is such a great day! I'm not
sure if I want to go get some tea or just
end it all."

reference = "What a good day today! Whether to
go have a cup of tea or hang oneself."

rouge_we_metrics =
RougeWeMetrics(**rouge_we_kwargs)

rouge_value = rouge_we_metrics.evaluate_example(
hyp=candidate,

ref=reference
)

print(isinstance(rouge_value, float))
>>> True

Note that the “evaluate_example” method
returns a single floating-point number, while
the “evaluate_batch” method outputs a list of
floating-point numbers.

4.3 Corpus-level usage
Within LUNA, evaluations are designed to indi-
rectly aggregate corpus-level statistics. For in-
stance, some metrics calculate the TF-IDF matrix
over the entire corpus. However, there is also a
dedicated corpus-level evaluation metric, namely
SummaQA.

Processing batches and the entire corpus are con-
ceptually similar situations. The main difference
is the metric’s method name and any exceptions or
warnings that may be triggered. For example, let
us consider SummaQA:

from luna.summaqa import SummaQAMetrics

# score_to_return is either "fscore" or "prob"
summaqa = SummaQAMetrics(lang="ru",

score_to_return="fscore")

# Evaluate the single sentence
summaqa.evaluate_example(...)
>>> RuntimeError: Separate examples evaluation

is not supported for corpus-level metrics

# Evaluate the batch
summaqa.evaluate_batch(...)
>>> Warning: Batch processing is considered as

processing the textual corpus

# Evaluate the corpus
corpus = ["Very first sentence.",

"Continuing.", "The end of the large
corpus"]

summarization_candidates = ["First.",
"Middle.", "Last."]

summaqa_metrics = summaqa.evaluate_corpus(
candidates=summarization_candidates,
references=corpus

)

print(len(summaqa_metrics) == len(corpus))
>>> True

5 Related work

We adopt the established approach of HuggingFace
Transformers in developing a unified interface for
NLP metrics. LUNA integrates with HuggingFace
Transformers, leveraging LLMs from the Trans-
former Model Hub.



Prior efforts in developing NLG evaluation led
to creation of multiple tools. NLG-eval (Sharma
et al., 2017) focuses mainly on string-based and
embedding-based metrics and does not support
learnable model-based evaluators. Jury (Cavusoglu
et al., 2022) offers a combination of numerical and
text metrics that can be used in a broad range of
NLP tasks, of which 10 are aimed at NLG evalua-
tion. TorchMetrics (Detlefsen et al., 2022) offers a
large collection of machine learning metrics imple-
mented with PyTorch, including 16 tailored for lan-
guage tasks, and among them, seven implemented
specifically to NLG evaluation. The HuggingFace
Evaluation framework is a versatile tool designed
to evaluate a wide range of NLP tasks without a
specific domain focus. However, it may not include
some of the most recent NLG evaluation metrics.
LUNA surpasses these tools by providing a more
extensive set of NLG evaluation metrics and further
advancements.

A concurrent work by Frisoni et al. (2022) in-
troduces the NLG-Metricverse framework. While
there is a significant overlap between the metrics
supported by NLG-Metricverse and LUNA, it is
worth noting that LUNA places a stronger empha-
sis on efficient data processing and supports batch-
wise evaluation unlike NLG-Metricverse.

Research questions in NLG evaluation. Al-
though frameworks like LUNA provide a use-
ful tool for a researchers and developers, they
fall short in addressing the deficiencies of cur-
rent NLG evaluation approaches. Several works
made attempts to explore and improve the align-
ment between automated metrics and human judg-
ment (Caglayan et al., 2020; Hanna and Bojar,
2021), finding that current metrics not only show
weak correlation with human scores (Zhang et al.,
2004; Novikova et al., 2017), but exhibit social bi-
ases (Gao and Wan, 2022) and system preferences
(Callison-Burch et al., 2006). Other works focus on
meta-evaluation of automatic NLG metrics (Nimah
et al., 2023; Sai et al., 2021).

6 Future work

The development of LUNA is ongoing, with several
potential directions for expansion. Firstly, there are
plans to incorporate additional NLG evaluation
metrics, including SUPERT (Gao et al., 2020), an
example of reference-free embedding-based metric,
as well as more recent metrics like RoMe (Rony
et al., 2022), and DiscoScore (Zhao et al., 2023).

Secondly, we plan to add support for multi-
reference formats, similar to what has been im-
plemented in (Cavusoglu et al., 2022). This will
enable us to relax the strict exact match con-
straint that currently dominates event embedding-
based metrics and account for structural variability
(Fomicheva et al., 2020).

Thirdly, we will add an explicit mechanism
to rank generation hypotheses based on either
a single metric or multiple metrics, according to
multi-criteria decision-making rules, as discussed
by Colombo et al. (2022a).

Finally, we can achieve a significant speedup in
runtime by enhancing support for multiple de-
vices and implementing more efficient paralleliza-
tion techniques.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced LUNA — a framework
for evaluating natural language generation. It pro-
vides an easy-to-use interface to employ 20 popular
NLG metrics varying in their type. LUNA supports
efficient computation of the metric scores at both
instance and batch level, and can be easily extended
with new metrics of interest. We hope that LUNA
provides NLP practitioners with an accessible and
comprehensive tool for evaluating NLG models
and assessing their performance.
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